General Information
The SinkWorks manufactures sinks from numerous materials
including copper, ceramic, cast stone, travertine and marble.
All of our sinks go through a rigorous inspection process
before they are shipped.

www.sinkworks.com

Due to the hand made nature of our sinks, there may be
slight variations in size, color and engravings from sinks
depicted in our brochure or on our website.

Visit out website to view our full line of sinks!

Orders and Questions

Post Office Box 19
Nazareth, PA 18064

Presently all orders must be made by calling our toll free
order line: 877.746.5967. We are happy to answer any
questions you may have. Our normal operating hours are
from 8:00AM to 9:00PM Eastern Time, Mon. – Sat. except
holidays. There are no refunds or exchanges on special
ordered drain finishes or on custom copper sinks. Wholesale
inquires are invited.

Shipping and Packaging
All sinks are securely packaged for our standard shipment
via UPS Ground. Very large sinks may require shipment via
common carrier. Shipping and packing charges are calculated
prior to shipment and added to the invoice. Any damage
which occurs during shipping is the responsibility of the
carrier and not The SinkWorks®.

Payment Terms
We accept VISA, MasterCard, American Express and Discover
cards. We also accept bank and company checks with prior
approval. Orders will be held until checks clear. All monies
due must be paid prior to shipment of your order.

Corporate Offices
The SinkWorks®
Post Office Box 19
Nazareth, PA 18064-0019
Tel: 610.759.4950
Toll free: 877.746.5967
Fax: 610.759.9096
info@sinkworks.com
www.sinkworks.com
® “The SinkWorks” is a registered trademark of The SinkWorks, Inc.
All sink designs are copyrighted by “The SinkWorks”.
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ceramic, cast stone

Our copper, marble,

and travertine sinks

beautifully complement

today’s decorating styles.
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Copper

Accessories

TRAVERTINE

Cast Stone Sinks

Ceramic and cast stone sinks can be cleaned with
mild soap and water.

Copper bowls arrive at your house looking old
out of the box. Through a proprietary process,
we accelerate the normal copper aging process so
you can enjoy the old patina you want right from
the start. These sinks can be cleaned with mild
soap and water.

Custom copper sinks can be cleaned with a
copper cleaner if you want to restore the look of
bright copper, or they can be washed with mild
soap and water to maintain the old patina.

Our custom copper sinks are designed to grow
old gracefully. Due to minerals in tap water, these
sinks will start the transformation in a matter of
weeks. After a few months, they will take on the
old copper penny patina. They do not turn green.

Care and Cleaning of your SinkWorks® sink

We offer a full line of drain & screen assemblies as
well as disposal trim rings and stopper assemblies for
kitchen sinks. We also offer bar drains for our bar sinks
and lav drains for our bowl sinks. Stocked finishes
include bright copper, weathered copper, antique
copper, bright brass, bright brass uncoated, antique
brass and weathered brass. Other finishes can be
special ordered and can be viewed on our website.
There are no refunds or exchanges on special orders.

Travertine is a stone that is not as soft
as limestone and it has not aged enough
to be classified as marble. The uniqueness
of travertine ensures that no two sinks
will be exactly alike; veins, swirls and
movement of colors impart a particular
character to each basin. Each is a natural work of art. Being a stone that was
born in water, travertine does well in a
moisturized environment.

Travertine Sinks

Marble sinks from The SinkWorks®
come from mainland China, which
has some of the most beautiful
marble deposits in the world. Each
sink is polished inside and out and
there are over twenty different stones
available. Matching flower vases and
soap holders are also available.

Marble Bowls

The SinkWorks®, combining the
extraordinary skills of old-world craftsmen with modern materials and technology, is once again redefining the lavatory bath.
Concrete mixed with specialty chemicals and inorganic
pigments are combined to create a new and unusual
texture. Blending the strength and durability of concrete
with the feel of stone, The SinkWorks® artisans create a
soft satin rich finish with breathtaking results.

CERAMICHAMMERED COPPER Cast Stone
Custom Copper Sinks
Each of the sinks manufactured in our
full custom line is designed to meet the
exact requirements of the customer.
Our sinks are designed primarily for
under-mounting, however drop-in styles
can be accommodated for an additional
fee. Farmhouse or apron fronts, multiple
bowls of different sizes and off-center
drain hole locations can also be accommodated to further customize your sink.
Our sinks contain hand-soldered joints in the
corners, similar to the hand made copper sinks
found in old butler pantries. All of our sinks
are built around a Baltic birch plywood box
frame for sturdiness.

Copper Bowls
Our copper bowls
come in a wide range
of designs. These are
beautiful, intricate,
hammer engraved designs made
completely by hand from a single sheet of copper. Some
designs can take several days to engrave into the surface
of the copper. These sinks are perfect for powder rooms
or master baths where the look of old copper is desired.

Ceramic Bowls
Our beautiful ceramic lavatory bowls
are hand painted and fired with many
intricate designs available. Custom
designs can be accommodated, but lead
times are 12-16 weeks for these and
additional fees apply.

Remember, the kitchen sink is the hardest used
appliance in your house! Copper is a very soft
metal and as such may dent or ding with use. This
will not affect the integrity of your sink. Sinks
from The SinkWorks® are built to last a lifetime.

